COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
AUGUST 27, 2018
REPORT #ENG-2018-35
TOTTENHAM AIRFIELD CORPORATION INC. (TAC)
BI-ANNUAL UPDATE NO. 2

RECOMMENDATION
That Report #ENG-2018-35 be received;
OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with the second bi-annual report to
update on the status of the Fill and Site Alteration Permit reagrding the Tottenham
Airfield Corporation (TAC).
BACKGROUND
Council at their meeting of March 20, 2017, passed resolution 2017-037 which states:
And further that Staff be directed to provide semi-annual update reports to
Council with regards to the matter.
At the Council meeting of December 11 2017, Staff brought forward Report #ENG2017-75 to provide Council an update on the May 17, 2017 Notice Letter (Notice) issued
to TAC and the general status of the site at that time. The Notice outlined seven (7)
items that were required to be addressed in a reasonable timeline in consideration to
revoke the Fill and Site Alteration Permit No. 1-2016, pursuant to Section 27, subparagraphs (f), (g) and (h) of the SPA, dated April 21, 2016. The present status of the
May, 17, 2017 Notice is further outlined in the body of this report.
This Report #ENG-2018-35 is brought forward as the second update following Council's
direction on March 20, 2017.
Staff commenced to publish relevant reports, drawings, and documentation in complete
and final form regarding the TAC Site Plan Agreement (SPA) file, directly to the Town's
website in December 2017. The published information can be found by the following
link: http://newtecumseth.ca/tac

COMMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS
To assist Staff in the presentation of the report this evening, Jay Dolan, from the
Engineering firm WSP Canada Inc. and, the Town's Solicitor Jay Feehely, will be in
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attendance at the to answer questions that Council or the general public may have.
WSP have been retained as the Town's Consultant for the term of the SPA between
the Town and TAC.
Update on Fill Permit Revocation - Notice letter, dated May 17, 2017
As previously outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75, Staff issued a Notice letter, dated May
17, 2017(Notice) to initiate the Fill permit revocation process in accordance with Section
27 of the SPA. The Notice identified the following seven (7) issues were required to be
addressed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sediment Control Breaches:
Timely Reporting:
Standard Operating Procedure (S.O.P.) - Foreign Debris & Materials:
Phase 1B Berm:
Importation of Soil Containing Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB):
Status of Qualified Person:
Compliance with BMPP:

The following is an update on the seven (7) issues identified in the Notice:
1. Sediment Control Breaches:
As outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75, the TAC site had experienced two significant
breaches of sediment in the northwestern corner of the property. These breaches
occurred in the spring of 2016 and 2017 impacting six (6) private properties. Under the
lead of the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks [MECP, formerly the
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC)] the remediation works were
completed in August 2017. Since the completion of the restorations, TAC committed to
a two (2) year monitoring program imposed by the MECP. Monitoring generally occurs
after significant wet weather and snow melt events. Each monitoring event undertaken
by TAC staff is followed up with a report submitted to the MECP, TAC's stormwater and
drainage Qualified Person (QP) from the Engineering firm Wood (formerly AMEC) and
the Town. As a result, Staff are not aware of any further spill occurrences and it appears
the impacted private properties including the ephemeral stream flowing through the
properties have been restored to the same or better pre-existing conditions. The works
have been certified and multiple submissions of the Engineering reports have been
submitted to the Town for review which detail the construction and maintenance of the
Erosion Sediment Control (ESC) measures.The Engineering report is in progress of
being finalized, and once finalized will be published on the Town's website. TAC has
met the requirements of the SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the Notice, subject
to the finalization of the Engineering report. Staff will continue to assess the matter
through the ongoing monitoring and reporting by TAC.
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Further to the northwestern breach, TAC experienced another spill breach on February
20, 2018 located on the westerly boundary of the TAC site. This breach consisted of
surface runoff water onto the adjacent property known as the Tecumseth Pines
Community under the ownership and management by Parkbridge Lifestyles
Communities Inc. In general, the breach was attributable to a period of mild weather
with significant rainfall that contributed to rapid snowmelt and pooling of runoff on the
TAC site. Although TAC had ESC measures in place, the amount of runoff water that
was generated over a short duration managed to breach the measures in place. The
ESC measures were constructed to hold back significant sediment thus the breach was
generally runoff water. As a result, the rear and side yards of two (2) properties were
impacted by the runoff. The basements of both properties were breached with
approximately six (6) inches of water. Both the MECP and Town Staff attended the
impacted properties upon notification of the spill event on February 20 to assess site
conditions and establish the proper course of action. The Town issued Notice No. 4,
dated February 22, 2018 that ordered TAC to discontinue with filling operations until
requirements set out in the Notice were met to the satisfaction of the MECP and the
Town. TAC were required to demonstrate that the breach was stopped; clean up and
restorations would be undertaken; and additional mitigation measures were
implemented to avert another spill event. Under the lead of the MECP, the clean up
and remediation works were undertaken by TAC.
During the weeks following the issuance of the Notice, communications were received
by Staff that demonstrated the cleanup efforts by TAC have been positively received by
the impacted parties. TAC had also demonstrated that appropriate interim drainage
measures have been constructed, while they continued to implement additional ESC
measures to address potential further off-site impacts to neighboring properties as
construction progressed. Collection of soil and surface water samples were undertaken
by TAC's QP, PML and subsequently the sampling results were circulated to all
impacted parties including the MECP. The MECP did not identify concerns with the
results compared to Table 1 Site Condition Standard (SCS), which is the most stringent
standard for residential use. As such, the results meant there was no additional course
of action to be taken with respect to soil remediation. Staff and the Town’s Consultant
WSP were generally satisfied with the substantial submissions by TAC to meet the
requirements set out in the Notice No. 4. As such, the Town’s Solicitor had advised
there was no basis to keep the order to discontinue filling in effect, and operations
resumed on March 26, 2018.
To date, it is Staff's understanding that all restorations have been completed to the
satisfaction of the MECP and all impacted parties. An Engineering report submission
that provides for details regarding the current ESC's constructed in the west area of the
site for the long term remains outstanding. These ESC measures are intended to
prevent further sediment spills, and are being constructed in conjunction with their
stormwater management system to protect the adjacent private properties. It is
anticipated that this report will be submitted in the following weeks as the construction of
the measures has been extensive and will require as-built documentation. In addition,
certification has been provided by TAC's Professional Engineer(s) to confirm the interim
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works are constructed in keeping with designs of preliminary reports that provide the
basis for the final Engineering report.
2. Timely Reporting:
At the time of issuing the Notice, Staff identified the timing of receiving monthly soil audit
reports, including other significant reports of relevance to the site, was deficient. To
date, the following has been achieved:
Soil Audit Reports
As outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75, a revised reporting protocol to Schedule "B" and
"C" to the BMPP has been developed that has assisted Staff and WSP in identifying
compliance issues within 48 hours of soil sampling results being received by TAC's QP.
Staff and WSP continue to receive pertinent preliminary information by way of summary
templates outlining laboratory results and what, if any corrective action is required
pursuant to the BMPP. Upon receiving final confirmatory sampling by TAC's QP, a
report is issued within ten days demonstrating the respective fill deposition period meets
the applicable soil standards. The report is reviewed thoroughly by WSP and any of
their comments and/or recommendations are then followed by TAC's QP in a final
report, to the satisfaction of Staff and WSP. This revised protocol has been
implemented and working effectively in terms of immediate information however there is
a backlog of monthly soil audits that Staff have been working closely with TAC to
resolve as discussed below in this report.
Engineering Report ENG-2017-75 identified since May of 2016, four (4) out of nineteen
(19) monthly audits (21%) were completed. Presently, sixteen(16) out of twenty seven
(27) monthly audits (59%) have been completed to the satisfaction of Staff and WSP.
WSP advises that they are reviewing one (1) audit and the status of the review is
undetermined at this time. Of the eleven (11) outstanding soil audits, eight (8) are being
held up by slow progress of remedial and corrective actions required on site to address
non compliant soil quality. The additional three (3) outstanding audits requires TAC's
QP to draft the report for submission. Please refer to Attachment No. 1 for a complete
outline of the monthly audit status from May 2016 to the present.
Staff continue to work closely with TAC to expedite this process and address timing
issues to the extent possible. The sixteen (16) finalized audits has been published on
the Town's website. As the other reports become finalized, they will be published on the
Town's website.
Site Plan Design, Landscaping, and Grading Drawings
These drawings generally work together to illustrate the proposed final conditions with
the proposed physical features. There have been multiple submissions of revised
grading and landscape plans to date, and in process of being finalized. A revised
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Airfield improvement plan has been submitted due to revised grading and stormwater
management design. As such, the revised Airfield improvements are outlined in the
Development Plan amendment to Schedule "4" of the SPA has been published on the
Town's website.
TAC has met the requirements of the SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the
Notice. Once the other reports become finalized, they will be published on the Town's
website.
Stormwater Management (SWM) and Drainage Report
This report was identified in the SPA as integral to the site and adjacent properties. In
keeping with the SPA, the Town as been updated on the evolvement of the SWM and
Drainage plans as it works hand in hand with site grading that has been recently
assessed and completed per TAC's revised development plan. Given the changes to
site grading recently completed by TAC, this has impacted the necessary data required
in the report resulting in multiple submissions to date. The recent submission was
reviewed by Staff and WSP and did not satisfactorily address previous Town comments.
Once the Town's comments are fully addressed and the Site Wide ESC report is
finalized, it will be published on the Town's website.
Prior to the construction of stormwater facility and implementation of the drainage
design, TAC will be applying for Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) by the
MECP. TAC may apply for the ECA without the fulsome review by Staff and WSP,
however, regardless of the status of the SWM plan review, the Town will have
opportunity to comment on the ECA application to the MECP as part of that process.
It should be noted that during the course of the current construction of airfield
improvements, the draft ESC report(s) act as the governing drainage document(s) that
addresses the interim drainage component. The SWM report is more of a relevant
document that addresses the post development long term drainage plan. Once the
SWM report is finalized, it will be published on the Town's website.
Hydrogeological Report
TAC has met the requirements of the SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the
Notice. This report has been finalized and the Hydrogeological report has been
published on the Town's website.
Groundwater Monitoring Program and Reports
The groundwater program has been established. Schedule “E” of the SPA requires that
sampling and analysis of groundwater wells be completed bi-annually or annually
depending on the parameter under investigation. Wood in 2017 completed four (4)
rounds of groundwater sampling which exceeded the minimum sampling frequency
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requirement set out in Schedule “E” to the BMPP. For the year 2018, Wood and TAC
began bi-annual sampling events which are the minimum acceptable number of
sampling events identified in Schedule “E”. The 2017 quarterly reports can be found on
the Town's website
In accordance with Schedule "E", TAC provided the first annual groundwater report on
or before March 31, 2018 summarizing the 2017 monitoring program. Based on Wood's
report reviewed by WSP, the groundwater results obtained in 2017 provides confidence
that the groundwater monitoring program is effective in determining there is no cause
for concern, with respect to the soils imported on site. The 2017 Annual Monitoring
Program report has been published on the Town's website.
TAC has met the requirements of the SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the
Notice.
TAC recently provided the Spring 2018 sampling report. The report has been reviewed
by WSP and the sampling event has been completed to the satisfaction of WSP. The
following are the key findings of the Spring 2018 Sampling event.
•

•

•

•

•

A total of twelve (12) wells were sampled consisting of seven (7) wells screened
in a shallow unconfined aquifer, and five (5) wells screened in a deep confined
aquifer. Five (5) of the wells are installed as two-well clusters consisting of one
shallow well and one deep well, and the remaining wells are single, shallow
wells;
Groundwater samples were submitted to an accredited laboratory for analysis of
the contaminants of concern listed in Schedule E to the BMPP and results were
compared with the acceptable Table 2 groundwater site condition standards set
out in the BMPP;
All parameters tested met the applicable concentration standards set out in the
BMPP, with the following exceptions of
Benzo(b)fluoranthene and
Benzo(a)pyrene (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) parameters) in shallow
monitoring well identified as MW-4S located on the up-gradient side of the
property. Given that well MW-4S is located on the up-gradient side of the
property, Wood concludes "therefore the exceedances do not indicate a need for
an immediate concern of offsite migration”. While Wood correctly reported this as
an exceedance, it should be noted that the exceedance is marginal according to
WSP;
Similar to 2017, low detections (at or above the reportable detection limit (RDL)
but less than the BMPP concentration standards) were reported for several metal
parameters including arsenic, barium, boron, chromium, copper, molybdenum,
nickel, selenium, silver, uranium, vanadium and zinc plus some inorganic
parameters (chloride, sodium and nitrate) in some wells;
Similar to 2017, low detections (at or above the RDL but less than the BMPP
concentration standards) were reported for toluene and xylenes at some wells.
Wood continues to express the opinion that the detection of low toluene
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•

concentrations below the BMPP standard concentration limit is likely due to
contamination at the laboratory, and “likely not associated with site conditions".
According to WSP, the detection and non-detection of these parameters during
this and previous sampling events does not appear to follow any discernible
trend. WSP continues to agree that laboratory contamination of samples remains
a possible cause of these very low detections, although other possible causes
cannot at this time be ruled out. The reported concentrations in each case
continue to be well below the BMPP concentration limits and do not have the
potential to cause an adverse effect:
While WSP agrees that there is no immediate concern with respect to the PAH
parameters detected in well MW-4S, in WSP’s opinion the minimum sampling
frequency set out in Schedule “E” to the BMPP should be increased, at least
temporarily, to establish that the presence of these parameters does not cause
an adverse effect. Most notably, WSP recommended a third sampling event
should be added for the year 2018 as agreed by Wood and TAC. The purpose of
this third sampling event is to test specific wells to determine if PAH and other
parameters are migrating in a westerly direction (with the groundwater flow). The
third sampling event should include all chemical parameters listed under the
BMPP, but at a minimum should include at least PAH and BTEX parameters.

The program is on track and given the marginal exceedances previously noted,
adjustments to the monitoring program are being made to establish any discernible
trends that may require action. The Spring 2018 Groudwater Sampling report has been
published on the Town's website.
Dust Management Plan
There have been multiple submissions to date, and this has been implemented on site
and finalized in principle, satisfactory to Staff and WSP. After the issuance of the Notice,
Staff requested TAC to consider a Dust Monitoring program along the perimeter fence
line, in response to potential health concerns raised by adjacent residents. TAC
invested in a portable dust monitoring device and monitoring commenced mid spring
when dust concerns were becoming. It is Staff's understanding there is no regulatory
body that mandates this program to be undertaken for a construction site, however,
given the concerns raised over health, the program was implemented to monitor
particulate matter at the boundaries of the site and record data to be compared to health
related standards. TAC monitors the site twice daily, before and mid operations. It is
acknowledged that particulate matter at the boundaries does not necessarily consist of
dust particles arising from the site and could include emissions from vehicles for
example given the close proximity to the Highway 9 corridor along with truck and heavy
equipment on site. To date, TAC advised that the data has not shown any cause for
concern from a health standards perspective.
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It is unlikely there would be a need to carry on with the dust monitoring between the late
fall and winter 2018/2019 as dust concerns are not prevalent in colder, wet conditions.
The dust monitoring is anticipated to resume in spring of 2019.
With some time having passed to demonstrate the capabilities of the portable dust
monitoring device, WSP is satisfied with the monitoring program and have completed
their review of the Dust Management Plan. TAC has met the requirements of the SPA to
resolve this issue with respect to the Notice. The dust Management Plan has been
published on the Town's website.
Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) Report
In addition to the Northwest and West Perimeter specific ESC reports arising from the
respective breaches, the Site Wide ESC report entails the site as a whole. Given the
changes to site grading recently completed by TAC, this has has resulted in updating
the report. Multiple Site Wide report submissions have been reviewed by Staff and
WSP, and the recent submission did not satisfactorily address previous Town
comments. Once the Town's comments are fully addressed and the Site Wide ESC
report is finalized, it will be published on the Town's website.
3. Standard Operating Procedure (S.O.P.) - Foreign Debris & Materials:
From time to time, Staff have directed WSP to conduct field observations at the TAC
site. During WSP's site visits, there have been multiple instances where the quality of
material was of concern with respect to the quantity of non-inert debris and foreign
materials found in the fill imported to the site.
The Town issued a separate Notice to TAC on this issue in October 2016 whereby a
SOP was developed to identify and segregate foreign debris and materials with the
authority to reject loads, if needed, pursuant to Schedule 1 of the SPA. The SOP was
finalized in May 2017 and implemented in its full capacity in the field. In meeting the
requirements of the finalized SOP, TAC has employed additional personnel on site and
TAC's QP has provided training to all TAC staff on several occasions.
There have been minor addendums to the SOP along the way, most recently
addressing fill importation in the event of wet weather conditions resulting in restricted
trucks movements on site. The addendum includes a provision for alternative on site
load tipping, soil inspection and soil movement methods.
TAC has met the requirements of the SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the
Notice. The SOP addendum has been reviewed by WSP and in process of being
finalized. The original SOP document has been published on the Town's website and
once the amending SOP is finalized, it will also be published on the Town's website.
4. Phase 1B Berm:
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It was identified that the berm was to be completed prior to Phase 2 works as provided
for in the Development Plan attached as Schedule "4" to the SPA. Due to concerns of
dust and noise by the general public, Staff directed TAC to complete the berm as
priority to assist to mitigate noise and dust concerns and remain in compliance with their
development plan.
Based on Staff's on site observations, the berm construction appears to be in progress
and the lower portion of the face of the berm has been stabilized with vegetation. TAC
advises that completion of the face of the berm facing the Tecumseth Pines Community
including landscaping is anticipated for late fall 2018. The balance of the berm works
will continue and coincide with SWM facility proposed to be constructed adjacent to the
berm. The berm is expected to be fully completed by the expiration of the fill permit.
TAC has met the requirements of the SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the
Notice. Staff recognize the completion of the berm has been prioritized by TAC under
site constraints that include the quantity of fill required, access to the berm location and
frequent soil quality testing required on the berm along the way that delays progress.
5. Importation of Soil Containing Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB):
Staff identified that the importing of material containing PCB’s from commercial soil
treatment facilities that permit the acceptance of PCB’s in any amount is contrary to the
Site Specific Parameters Protocol set out in Schedule “A” of Schedule 1 of the SPA.
PCB in concentrations above those in Table 1 SCS have been placed on the TAC
property. To date, the remediation of these exceedances have been addressed as
outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75. Green For Life (GFL), the operators of the
Commercial Soil Treatment Facilies (CSTF's) that provides the main source of TAC's
fill, provided the Town written confirmation that PCB impacted soils would no longer be
imported to the site. Further to Report #ENG-2017-75, there has not been any PCB
detections reported in monthly soils sampling results.
TAC has met the requirements of the SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the
Notice.The Town's Solicitors letter dated August 22, 2018 included to this report as
Attachment No. 2 identifies the PCB standard revised to Table 1 SCS, to Schedule "B"
and "C" to the BMPP.
6. Status of Qualified Person:
Staff requested that a letter be received from PML confirming that PML has a retainer
directing it to fulfil the requirements of a Qualified Person (QP) under the SPA. PML
provided a letter dated May 30, 2017 confirming PML has a retainer with TAC that
allows PML as their QP to fulfill the duties and responsibilities assigned to TAC’s QP
under the SPA. WSP also confirmed that the qualifications of PML, TAC's QP meet
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those of a Qualified Person required by the SPA. TAC has met the requirements of the
SPA to resolve this issue with respect to the Notice.
7. Compliance with BMPP:
Staff and WSP identified that Table 4 SCS provisions of the BMPP have been employed
on a number of occasions in the past or soils that are to be placed more that 1.5 meters
below finish grade. It has been acknowledged by TAC that Table 2 SCS is the de facto
standard set out for fill quality in the BMPP, with exception of PCB's being at Table 1
SCS.
In summary, progress has been made by TAC to address the seven (7) aforementioned
items and Staff will continue to work closely with TAC to resolve and finalize outstanding
items to meet the requirements of the SPA.
Other Considerations:
Access to Information
As outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75, Staff commenced to publish relevant reports,
drawings, and documentation in complete and final form regarding the TAC SPA file,
directly to the Town's website in December 2017.
In response to the request of the public, meeting minutes between TAC and staff have
also been published on the Town's website. This decision was made in consultation with
the Clerks office and the Town's Solicitor provided that the meeting minutes are
reviewed by the Clerks department for the redaction of privacy and legal privileged
content.
As the relevant documents become available in complete and finalized form, they are
uploaded and published to the Town's website.
Truck Traffic Volumes
As outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75, the results of the traffic study commissioned by
Staff to retain Ontario Traffic Inc. (OTI) to independently undertake a daily truck traffic
count at the TAC site concluded that TAC imported fill well within approvals, of a 190
truckloads per day within a ten (10) week period, between July 22 and September 29,
2017. The results of the study were in accordance with the SPA and MTO entrance
permit. The traffic study has been published on the Town's website.
Staff continues to monitor truck activity based on TAC's monthly fee reports. In review of
the reports, Staff reasonably conclude that TAC continues to import fill within approvals.
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The monthly fee reports have been proven to be accurate and were consistent with the
results of the traffic study outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75.
MTO have not identified any concerns with TAC's activities to date and its anticipated
the 2018/2019 entrance permit renewal will be issued in the fall of 2018 under the
jurisdiction of the MTO. It should be noted that MTO will likely be considering the
expiration of the fill permit on May 1st, 2019, to prepare a new set of conditions
including the volume of trucks permitted to the site. From Staff's perspective, we do not
anticipate an extension of the fill permit that requires an allowance for inbound fill
hauling beyond the fill permit expiration date. However Staff are mindful that
notwithstanding the fill permit expiration date, an allowance for dump truck access
needs to be considered to meet the objectives of the SPA. Staff acknowledge that fill
quality of the imported soils has been an issue to date and recognize that corrective
actions in the form of removals are required in order for TAC to remain in compliance
with the SPA. As such, outbound fill hauling from the site is likely to carry on beyond the
fill permit expiration date.
New Fill Source Site
As previously noted, GFL are the operators of two (2) CSTF's, identified as Unwin and
Fenmar, located in Toronto, that have been the main source of soil imported at TAC.
Since May of 2018, a third CSTF identified as Vickers has come on line contributing to
source of soil imported to TAC. WSP have conducted a review of the documentation
provided by PML, TAC's QP and in WSP's opinion, PML has demonstrated that the
Vickers CSTF is capable of meeting the requirements for a CSTF in accordance with
Schedule A to the BMPP. WSP's review resulted in minor comments to be addressed
that does not change their conclusion that the CSTF is a suitable source site. Once the
minor comments are addressed, the documentation will be published on the Town's
website.
Fill Importation Stoppage
A review of soil audit results from May 2018 through the end of July 2018, shows that
the majority of the soils imported during this time have detected an elevated level of
Free Cyanide, above the Table 2 SCS as set out in the BMPP. In the interim, TAC
voluntarily stopped the importation of soils on Monday, August 20, 2018 until the issue
is resolved. A drill rig was mobilized on August 20th to collect samples for lab testing in
an effort to delineate the scope of the contamination and identify any trends. It is
anticipated that by retesting the onsite soils at a greater frequency, the extent of
contamination will be determined along with the scope of the remediation. Further
investigations will also be taking place at the CSTF's operated by GFL, to determine if
the source of the contaminant can be found. Until the issues are resolved, soil
importation will be discontinued and monitoring will continue by Town Staff including the
full time presence of WSP on site.
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Site Plan Agreement (SPA)
As outlined in Report #ENG-2017-75, the Town's Solicitor was noted to have been
active on the majority of foregoing issues. At that time in December 2017, Staff and the
Town's Solicitor anticipated amendments to reflect changes and/or clarification to the
SPA. As provided for in the SPA, there have been ongoing updates to the standards,
protocols and reports as set out in the letter dated August 22, 2018 by the Town's
Solicitor. The Town's Solicitor's letter has been included as Attachment No. 2. It should
be noted that the updated standards and practices as set out in the Town's Solicitors
letter have been accepted by TAC and effectively implemented on site to date.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
There are no cost implications on the receiving of this report as all costs associated with
the SPA administration are funded through TAC as outlined below.
Since January 2017 to the present, the Town has received $137,011.00 in truck load
fees in keeping with Section 19 of the SPA. The intent of these funds collected is to
offset the Town’s costs in the administration of the SPA. The fee has been established
in the agreement as $0.50 per cubic metres of fill delivered to the site. These funds will
continue to be provided on or before the 25th of each month, until the the Fill Permit
expires on May 1st 2019.
The Town has incurred approximately $41,250.00 in Engineering services fees,
provided by WSP as the Town's Consultant identified in the SPA, between January and
to mid July of 2018. This cost is funded through the truck load fees paid by TAC on a
monthly basis. Of that amount, in keeping with the SPA, $22,650.00 will be charged
back to TAC as cost recovery resulting from enforcement steps required to administer
the SPA. It is anticipated that WSP engineering services fees will continue to be
incurred leading upto the 2018 year end, and will be funded through the load fees or
forwarded to TAC as cost recovery if/when resulting from enforcement steps required to
administer the SPA.
The Town incurred approximately $14,100.00 in legal services between January and
July of 2018. In keeping with the SPA, these fees were forwarded to TAC as cost
recovery resulting from enforcement steps required to administer the SPA. It is
anticipated that legal fees will continue to be incurred leading upto the 2018 year end,
and will be funded through the load fees or pursuant to the SPA, charged back to TAC
as cost recovery if/when resulting from enforcement steps required to administer the
SPA.
The balance of funds from the expenses incurred by the Town, will offset the cost of
Town Staff to administer the SPA. Additionally, any surplus of funds are transferred to a
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reserve fund for future costs incurred to administer the SPA beyond the expiration of the
fill permit.
It should be noted that the funds received to date in truck load fees by TAC have been
determined to put the Town in a cost neutral revenue position. This assessment
undertaken by Staff factored all staff time, legal, and engineering costs to date in order
to administer the SPA.

Respectfully submitted:

_________________________________
Frank Craparotta, C.E.T
Engineering Coordinator
Attachments:
□ Attachment No. 1 - TAC Soil Audit Summary
□ Attachment No. 2 - Town Solicitor Letter, Aug. 22, 2018
Approved By:

Department:

Status:

Rick Vatri, C.E.T., Director of
Engineering
Mark Sirr, CPA, CMA,
Treasurer/Director of Finance
Khurram Tunio, M. Eng., P.
Eng, GM of Infrastructure and
Development

Engineering

Approved - 23 Aug 2018

Finance

Approved - 23 Aug 2018

Development and Infrastructure
Division

Approved - 23 Aug 2018
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TAC MONTHLY SOIL AUDIT SUMMARY
MAY 2016 TO JULY 2018

Audit Month
2016
May
June
July
August
September

October

November
December

ATTACHMENT No. 1

PML Report Number and Date

Current Status

Revised Report 20 dated October 3, 2016
Revised Report 21 dated October 27, 2016
Report 22 dated October 31, 2016
Report 24 dated March 6, 2017 & Revised Report
24 dated August 18, 2017
Draft Report 23 dated November 3, 2016 &
Revised Report 23 dated May 23, 2017

Final and Published
Final and Published
Final and Published
Final and Published

Report 26 dated March 21, 2017 & Revised
Report 26 dated May 23, 2017 & Revised Report
26 dated July 13, 2018
Report 34 dated November 6, 2017 & Final report
dated March 20, 2018.
Report 28 dated May 5, 2017 (marked draft) &
Final report dated January 30, 2018.

Corrective Actions (CA) Underway.
PML has recommended a borehole
delineation program to TAC. Field
work scheduled for Aug. 20 to 25/18.
Final and Published

Final and Published
Final and Published

2017
January
February
March

Revised Report 25 dated April 18, 2017
Report 27 dated April 18, 2017
Report 29 dated May 16, 2017 & Revised Report
29 dated July 9, 2018.
Report 30 dated July 5, 2017 & Revised Report
30 dated October 16, 2017 (marked draft) &. Final
report issued February 14, 2018.
Report 31 dated July 14, 2017
Report 32 dated August 9, 2017
Report 33 dated September 8, 2017
Report 35 dated October 20, 2017
Report 39 dated August 9, 2018

Final and Published
Final and Published
Final and Published

October

No reports issued to date

November

No reports issued to date

December
2018
January

No reports issued to date

All CA are complete.
Report is in progress.
CA ongoing. Another round of
removals scheduled for Aug. 27/18
CA pending for 2 locations

April

May
June
July
August
September

February
March
April
May

No reports issued to date
Report 36 dated April 13, 2018.
Report 37 dated May 11, 2018.
Report 38 dated June 18, 2018
No reports issued to date

June

No reports issued to date

July

No reports issued to date

August

No reports issued to date
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Final and Published

Final and Published
Final and Published
Final and Published
Final and Published
Complete under WSP review

CA ongoing (1 of 2 rounds of
removals have been completed).
PML response pending
Final and Published
PML response pending
Corrective Actions (CA) Underway.
Borehole program scheduled for Aug.
20 to 25, 2018 to delineate.
Corrective Actions (CA)
Underway. Borehole program
scheduled for Aug. 20 to 25/18 to
delineate.
Corrective Actions (CA)
Underway. Borehole program
scheduled for Aug. 20 to 25/18 to
delineate.
Audit scheduled for Sept. 5/18

ATTACHMENT No. 2
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REPORTING PROTOCOL
FOR SCHEDULES “B” AND “C” TO BMPP
Schedule “B”, the Audit Sampling Protocol to the BMPP, requires the submission of a Monthly
Audit Report summarizing the results of the monthly audit. Schedule “C”, the Corrective Actions
Protocol to the BMPP, requires the submission of a report documenting the reasons that
corrective actions were required and what was undertaken right through to the conclusion of the
corrective actions. This Reporting Protocol expands those requirements and establishes
timelines for audit and corrective actions reporting to the Town. It must be read in conjunction
with Schedules “B” and “C” to the BMPP.
1.

Audit samples are typically taken by the TAC QP on the first Wednesday of the month,
subject to weather, the availability of the TAC QP and the Town’s Engineering
Consultant, and other unforeseen circumstances.

2.

A Monthly Audit Test Pit Summary, in the form of Attachment 1, is to be submitted to the
Town’s Engineering Consultant within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt by the TAC QP of
laboratory results of the audit samples.

3.

If there are no Table 2 exceedences disclosed in the laboratory results of the audit
samples, the Monthly Audit Report will be submitted to the Town’s Engineering
Consultant within five (5) weeks of the audit sampling.

4.

If replicate samples are taken in accordance with the Corrective Actions Protocol, a
Corrective Actions Summary – Replicates, in the form of Attachment 2, is to be
submitted to the Town’s Engineering Consultant within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt
by the TAC QP of laboratory results of the replicate samples.

5.

If removals are undertaken in accordance with the Corrective Actions Protocol, a
Corrective Actions Summary – Removal, in the form of Attachment 3, is to be submitted
to the Town’s Engineering Consultant within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt by the TAC
QP of laboratory results of the confirmatory samples, and repeated as necessary for any
subsequent removals.

6.

In the event that corrective actions are undertaken, the Monthly Audit Report will be
submitted to the Town’s Engineering Consultant within five (5) weeks of the replicate
sampling, (where no removals are subsequently undertaken), or the last confirmatory
sampling, (where removals are undertaken).

7.

When corrective actions are undertaken, the Monthly Audit Report will include a
description of all removals and the laboratory results of all replicate and confirmatory
samples.

8.

All Monthly Audit Reports will include a review by the TAC QP of source documentation
for each batch transported to TAC in the month, (certificates of analysis for chemical
testing from CSTFs and/or third party source site reports), a review by the TAC QP of
daily inspection reports for completeness, and a description of the debris content of the
soil in the audit test pits.

24770491.1
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MONTHLY TEST PIT AUDIT SUMMARY
Tottenham Airfield - 8128 Highway 9, Town of New Tecumseth
Test Pit Audits Conducted Pursuant to Schedule B to the Best Management Practices Plan Included as Schedule 1 to the Site Plan Agreement (Tottenham Airfield Fill
Management Agreement) Between Tottenham Airfield Corporation Inc. and the Corporation of the Town of New Tecumseth

PART A - General Information
Fill Deposition Period (From DD/MM/YY to DD/MM/YY)
Firm That Conducted the Audit:
Field Technician Who Conducted the Audit:
O. Reg. 153/04 QP Taking Responsibility for the Audit:
Date(s) Audit Completed:
Describe Weather Conditions:

PART B - Test Pit (TP) Information
3

Fill Volume Imported During Deposition Period (m )
TP ID Number

TP Surface
Elevation
(mASL)

TP Bottom
Elevation
(mASL)

23,049 (2,561 loads)

TP Depth BGS
(m)

TP GPS
Northing

TP GPS
Easting

5

Number of Test Pits Excavated for this Audit:
Table 2
Exceedance
(Y/N)?

Table 4
Exceedance
(Y/N)?

Comments

Table 2
Exceedance
(Y/N)?

Table 4
Exceedance
(Y/N)?

Comments

PART C - Summary of Table 2 and Table 4 Chemical Exceedances
Chemical Parameter

Affected Test Pits

Concentration (ug/g)

PART D - Action
IF TABLE 2 EXCEEDANCES WERE NOT FOUND DURING THIS AUDIT - Date Audit Report Will be Delivered to the Town:
IF TABLE 2 EXCEEDANCES WERE FOUND DURING THIS AUDIT - Date Schedule "C" Corrective Actions Will Commence:

PART E - Signature and Distribution
Summary Prepared by:

Date:

Tottenham Airfield Corporation: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
Town of New Tecumseth: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
Town of New Tecumseth O. Reg. 153 QP: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
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Signature:

Week of

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS SUMMARY - REPLICATES

Tottenham Airfield - 8128 Highway 9, Town of New Tecumseth
Corrective Actions Conducted Pursuant to Schedule C to the Best Management Practices Plan Included as Schedule 1 to the Site Plan Agreement (Tottenham Airfield Fill Management Agreement) Between Tottenham Airfield
Corporation Inc. and the Corporation of the Town of New Tecumseth

PART A - General Information
Date of Corrective Actions (CA):
Firm That Conducted the CA:
Field Technician Who Conducted the CA:
O. Reg. 153/04 QP Taking Responsibility for the CA:
Filling Period Month:
Describe Weather Conditions:

PART B - Sample Information
TP ID Number

TP Surface
Elevation
(mASL)

Test Pit Depth
BGS (m)

TP Bottom
Elevation
(mASL)

Test Pit
Dimensions
(m)

Sample IDs

Location

Sample Depth
(m)

Chemical Parameter(s) Tested

PART C - Summary of Table 2 and Table 4 Chemical Exceedances
Sample ID

Chemical Parameter

Concentration (ug/g)

Average Meets
Table 2 (Y/N)?

Average Meets
Table 4 (Y/N)?

PART D - Action
IF TABLE 2 EXCEEDANCES WERE NOT FOUND DURING THESE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS- Date CA Report Will be Delivered to the Town:
IF TABLE 2 EXCEEDANCES WERE FOUND DURING THIS AUDIT - Date Schedule "C" Corrective Actions Will Continue:

PART E - Signature and Distribution
Summary Prepared by:

Date:

Tottenham Airfield Corporation: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
Town of New Tecumseth: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
Town of New Tecumseth O. Reg. 153 QP: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
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Signature:

Comments

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS SUMMARY - REMOVAL
Tottenham Airfield - 8128 Highway 9, Town of New Tecumseth
Corrective Actions Conducted Pursuant to Schedule C to the Best Management Practices Plan Included as Schedule 1 to the Site Plan Agreement (Tottenham Airfield Fill Management Agreement) Between Tottenham Airfield Corporation Inc. and
the Corporation of the Town of New Tecumseth

PART A - General Information
Date of Corrective Actions (CA):
Firm That Conducted the CA:
Field Technician Who Conducted the CA:
O. Reg. 153/04 QP Taking Responsibility for the CA:
Filling Period Month:
Number of Rounds of Removals:
Describe Weather Conditions:

PART B - Excavation Information
TP ID
Number

TP Surface
Elevation
(mASL)

TP Bottom
Elevation
(mASL)

Depth (m) and
Elevation of Sample
Excavation
Not Meeting the SCSs (- Dimensions (m)
)

Excavation
Depth BGS (m)

Excavation
Depth
Elevation
(mASL)

Sample IDs

Location

Sample Depth
(m)

Chemical Parameter(s) Tested

PART C - Summary of Table 2 and Table 4 Chemical Exceedances
Sample ID

Chemical Parameter

Concentration (ug/g)

Table 2
Exceedance
(Y/N)?

Table 4
Exceedance
(Y/N)?

PART D - Action
IF TABLE 2 EXCEEDANCES WERE NOT FOUND DURING THESE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS- Date CA Report Will be Delivered to the Town:
IF TABLE 2 EXCEEDANCES WERE FOUND DURING THIS AUDIT - Date Schedule "C" Corrective Actions Will Continue:

PART E - Signature and Distribution
Summary Prepared by:

Date:

Tottenham Airfield Corporation: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
Town of New Tecumseth: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
Town of New Tecumseth O. Reg. 153 QP: Identify Person to Whom Distributed:
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Signature:

Comments

